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P
recision agriculture is moving 

closer to becoming the norm 

and its significance and impact 

will continue to increase in the future. 

The current offering from suppliers 

gives farmers numerous options and 

solutions for how to produce more 

with less; utilise inputs more efficiently 

and thereby increase profits and 

sustainability. 

Within Kverneland Group’s vision 

and strategy, Precision Farming 

development and solutions are given 

a high priority. Successful progress 

in offering value added systems 

and solutions in this field, require 

strong focus on- and capability in 

understanding the farmer’s needs 

to align our resources and projects 

accordingly. We see it as an ongoing 

process of exciting developments in 

Precision Farming and integration of 

digital technology onto our machines.

People will always need food 
and someone has to produce it
This slogan was a key part of 

Kverneland Group’s communication 

for many years and still today I believe 

this communication has a timeless 

significance. However, if we would use 

the slogan again we would be putting 

more focus on how we are going to 

produce it.

In some parts of the world we are 

facing an upcoming manpower 

shortage due to the average age 

of farmers and lack of successors. 

Additionally, the cost of labor and 

THE FUTURE OF 
FARMING IS WITH THE 
NEXT GENERATION

pressure on commodity prices is 

driving farmers to change their farming 

methods significantly. There is also an 

increasing focus on the application of 

robot technology in farming systems 

including exploring the use in farming 

tasks such as weed control, ploughing 

and harvesting. The perspective for 

this development is very interesting 

and promising. Robotising offers the 

potential to make smaller and lighter 

implements as well as automation of 

farming operations, thereby resulting 

in new perspectives on labor time and 

cost. In addition, there are expected 

benefits related to both environmental 

sustainability and efficiency of farming 

systems. 

Digitalisation, connectivity and Internet 

of Things (IOT) are expected to 

significantly change the agricultural 

industry in the coming years. 

Kverneland Group is determined to 

positively contribute to it. We will 

be focusing on combining smarter 

machines, data, connectivity, and 

analytics to help farmers increase 

the sustainability, productivity and 

profitability in the years ahead.

 

We are convinced that our 

iM FARMING offering covering 

ISOBUS implements, electronic 

solutions and precision farming 

will play a key role in efficient and 

sustainable farming for the future: 

please enjoy the magazine.

Arild Gjerde 

Executive Vice President,

Sales & Marketing
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IM FARMING IN A NUTSHELL 
 Speed up on the path towards 
connected agriculture 

BENEFIT FROM GEOCONTROL
Maize and Rape drilling with 
Kverneland Optima V

VICON IN THE LEAD
Better bale formation in all conditions

ALL-ROUND PERFORMER IN SEEDING
Kverneland u-drill shines for Norfolk 
contractor

EVERYTHING STARTS WITH SOIL 
PREPARATION 
The future of ploughing

EXACT APPLICATION IS THE GOAL 
Optimal circulation and electric nozzle 
control on the iXter B sprayer

SPREADING FOR MAXIMUM SAVINGS
Ensuring equal distribution of fertiliser

SUPPORTING FARMERS 
ANYWHERE, ANYTIME
IsoMatch TopRemote, a new remote 
service solution

IM FARMING ON ICE 
Meet team iM FARMING marathon ice skaters

WIN-WINS FOR THE OPTIMAL MIX
Versatility in serving the soil and customer

BIG JOB, SMALL EFFORTS
Clever and clean raking with the 
new Vicon 15m rake

KVERNELAND COMBINED  
WITH ISOMATCH
Intuitive and Easy to operate

GET STARTED IN PRECISION FARMING
Our step-by-step guide for accessories

@iM_Farming

facebook.com/iMFarming

youtube.com/kvernelandgrp

Disclaimer:
No person, organisation or party can copy or re-produce the content in 
this magazine or any part of this publication without the permission 
of Kverneland Group.

Scan QR code to visit
www.kvernelandgroup.com
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Have you heard about
iM FARMING?
iM FARMING is Kverneland Group’s 

”umbrella” communication, covering 

our offering of electronic solutions 

combined with Kverneland Group’s 

implements, either Kverneland or 

Vicon branded. The iM FARMING 

concept combines and presents its 

competitive advantages of ISOBUS 

machines in combination with all 

electronic solutions, simply explained 

to help the farmer to find the right 

solution to carry out the work in a 

smarter, more efficient and easier way.

Kverneland Group has defined its 

ambitious strategy to be a leading 

provider of intelligent and efficient 

farming systems contributing to 

sustainable agriculture, serving the 

world’s growing population. The 

technology of smart farming solutions 

is crucial for our Future of Farming. 

Smart Farming technologies offer 

a long lasting growth perspective 

within the agricultural business, with 

expected average yearly growth rates 

between 10-20%. Being in the fore 

front of these developments is a clear 

target for our organisation, but more 

importantly, it is about our purpose 

to serve the farmers with the right 

implements and systems that are, in 

the first place, very easy to work with.

How to stand out in the 
landscape of Precision Farming 
solutions offering today?
Kverneland Group is the founder of 

the ISOBUS standard. The starting 

point was and is that ISOBUS is the 

basis for ALL connectivity. Plug & 

Play is what it is about for the farmer. 

On this basis we concentrate on 

development of future standards, such 

as HighSpeed ISOBUS and Wireless 

technologies.

“Digital farming 
technology will allow 
farmers to stay viable 
and competitive”

Secondly our strengths are in assuring 

compatibility always. Farmers can 

use the AEF database for an easy 

compatibility check, done with a few 

mouse clicks. Farmers shouldn’t 

need to be worried if their purchased 

tractor or machine can or cannot 

communicate together. With an 

ISOBUS terminal connected it needs 

to be easy and nothing but easy. 

Finally: We have built up a long 

experience in GEOsystems: Intelligent 

machines that work with precision 

accuracy by use of (RTK) GPS & 

AutoSteer, Smart control loops

(e.g GEOseed), Section & Variable 

Rate Control (e.g. GEOspread) and 

the use of Smart Sensors. Particularly 

the last one, Smart Sensors, will be 

expanded significantly in the years to 

come.

Connected, connected, 
connected
The future of farming is about higher 

productivity and more efficient use 

of land, water and fertiliser. When 

everything from sensors to field 

equipment has the ability to report 

data back to a central wireless 

”location”, the possibilities for better 

management of crop production, as 

well as farm operations, are almost 

endless. We are working on devices 

that collect and report machine data 

automatically as an essential basis 

of developing the implement needs 

for the future. Basically, the farm of 

the future will be managed from the 

farmer’s laptop; he can generate yield 

data, track how the crops are doing 

and he can follow and adjust machine 

performance. Smart, Efficient and 

Easy.

iM FARMING in a nutshell

SPEED UP ON THE PATH 
TOWARDS CONNECTED 
AGRICULTURE
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Scan QR code 
to visit AEF’s 
website 
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”THE OPTIMISED 
PLANT 

DISTRIBUTION 
IS THE KEY FOR 

SUCCESS” 

iM Jan
Soest, Germany

Name: Jan Springorum
Age: 33
Company: Arable Farm
Farm size: 500 hectares 
Crops: Wheat, Oilseed rape, Barley, 
Sugar beet, Triticale, Maize

Scan QR to see 
the Optima V 
in action!
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T
he quality of Jan Springorums 

soil varies considerably and 

consists mainly of residual 

soil of limestone, with very high clay 

content and an organic layer of 30 – 

50 cm”, he explains. “In the summer 

we often face aridity since there is no 

water available from deeper layers. 

Therefore, it is of major importance 

to press the rape seeds firmly into 

the seed furrow, in order to give it 

the maximum seed-to-soil contact. 

BENEFIT FROM 
GEOCONTROL
Maize and Rape drilling with Kverneland Optima V

Jan Springorum, from Soest (Germany), uses precision 

drilling not only in spring for the sowing of maize, but also in 

the autumn for rape. For the first time this year he has carried 

out rape drilling with the Optima V in mulch seeding as well 

as in conventional seeding after the plough.

Furthermore, we want to save seeds 

by the application of rape seed with 

precision seeders. With the Optima, 

there is no risk of pile building and due 

to GEOcontrol and automatic tramline 

control, I avoid any overlapping and 

apply exactly just the amount of seeds 

required.”

Electronic advantages
With maize as well as with rape 

sowing, Jan Springorum appreciates 

the electronic advantages of the 

Kverneland Optima. “The optimised 

plant distribution is the key for 

success: The more precisely the 

sowing has been carried out, the 

easier it is for the following spraying 

and spreading operations and finally 

for the harvesting. And not to forget 

the savings on seeds and increase in 

yield due to evenly matured crops.”

Drilling with GPS and GEOcontrol in 

combination with the Optima e-drive 

stands for precision and efficiency 

day and night. Equipped with 

ISOBUS technology, the Optima can 

be controlled easily by any ISOBUS 

terminal. Each individual row can be 

shut-off and on automatically and with 

utmost precision, so that there are no 

overlaps or gaps. This is extremely 

handy at the headlands as well as on 

irregular-shaped fields.
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A
t the Kverneland Group 

Baler factory in Ravenna, 

Italy, Product Manager Luc 

Souquet enthusiastically reveals to 

us the news that two of their recent 

innovations; AutoFeed control (AFC) 

and High Speed Pack (HSP) have 

been awarded Special Mentions at 

the SIMA Innovation Awards 2017 in 

France. “We are delighted to receive 

international recognition for these 

innovations as we are certain that 

these new solutions are something 

that will improve the baling and 

wrapping for the farmer”, he says.

Optimal operator comfort with 
AutoFeed Control
AutoFeed control (AFC) is a 

hydraulically steered baler drawbar, 

combined with an advanced electronic 

system automatically controlling the 

feeding of variable chamber balers. 

It provides automatic steering of the 

baler over the swath. This ensures 

correct feeding of crop into the bale 

chamber, optimizing the bale forming 

and giving a perfectly shaped bale. 

Luc adds: “In addition the system 

can be overridden in hilly conditions 

to steer the baler from left to right, so 

that it stays in line with the tractor. The 

AFC basically releases the operator 

from the stress of continually switching 

from one side to another across the 

swath during the baling process as 

this is taken care of by the AutoFeed 

control. So it makes his work a lot 

easier”!

A more productive wrapping 
solution with High Speed 
Pack (HSP)
For many years bale wrapping 

technology could easily be classified 

into two distinct categories - 

traditional turntable wrappers, and 

higher performance satellite wrappers. 

The new High Speed Pack (HSP) 

now brings the output capacity of a 

turntable wrapper to a higher level. 

“With the High Speed Pack we are 

now close to the working speed of a 

satellite wrapper in the best working 

conditions, but at a lower cost”, Luc 

adds. 

The HSP is a combination of two 

developments. The first (DuoWrap) 

allows wrapping with two film rolls at 

the same time. Achieving film overlap 

of 66%, time to cover the bale is 

reduced by one third. The second 

development is electronic control 

of the wrapper table rotation speed 

(OptiSpeed). OptiSpeed optimises the 

rotation speed of the table to allow 

the fastest wrapping possible in all 

conditions without being limited to 

fixed values. This means that when 

wrapping in hilly conditions, the speed 

will slow down automatically and in flat 

fields speed will increase without risk.

Better Bale formation in all conditions

VICON IN THE LEAD

AutoFeed Control ensures perfectly 
shaped bales

It is raining Smart Innovations from the Kverneland Group 

Baler factory in Italy.
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Scan QR code 
to watch the 
animation 
of AutoFeed 
control

MUCH HIGHER 
OUTPUT 

CAPACITY 
WITH A LIMITED 

EXTRA COST
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”FAR BETTER 
SEED 

PLACEMENT 
AND CROP 

EMERGENCE”

iM Ben and iM Will
Norfolk, UK

Name: Ben and Will Chapman
Company: WR Chapman & Son
Machine: Kverneland u-drill

Scan QR 
code to see 
the u-drill in 
operation
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T
he u-drill has easily met so 

many of our requirements,” 

explains Will Chapman. “It 

packs enough coulter pressure to lift 

the drill off the ground when sat in 

the yard, so we have absolutely no 

problems at all getting seeds in - even 

in the toughest conditions. It has also 

proved to be a very straightforward 

machine to calibrate and use,” he 

adds. “Half-width shut off is very 

useful, the headland sequence is 

very handy and seed metering is very 

precise.”

Ensuring a professional result
In addition to farming 404ha, the 

brothers operate a general contracting 

business that includes an extensive 

sugar beet operation from seedbed 

to harvest, plus combining and maize 

cropping. The workload demands 

reliable, efficient equipment. So 

when it came to replacing the farm’s 

19-year old Överum Tive 8m drill, 

the ISOBUS u-drill of Kverneland 

was quickly short-listed, based on its 

all-round performance and capability. 

“We chose the 6m u-drill following 

ALL-ROUND PERFORMER 
IN SEEDING

Norfolk farming and contracting business WR Chapman & 

Son added a Kverneland u-drill 6000 to its fleet for the 2016 

spring planting campaign, looking for an all-round performer 

capable of handling a wide variety of seed types, and in 

different working conditions. 

a demonstration that revealed just 

how good a machine it really is,” he 

says. “We tried it first in a variety of 

scenarios and with several seed types 

including oilseed rape and spring 

wheat, and were impressed by the 

results.” Since then they have used 

the u-drill for almost all its autumn 

drilling. Only the intervention of wet 

weather forced the switch to a 4m 

power harrow drill combination at the 

tail end of the season. 

“We’ve sown a lot of 
oilseed rape with the 
u-drill this autumn, 
using seed rates 
from 3.5-5kg/ha and 
achieved far better 
seed placement and 
emergence than our 
previous one-pass 
system.” 

“We’ve had great seed to soil contact, 

so we’re hoping for stronger, healthier 

plants that can bring in the yields,” 

says Will. “And it’s much the same for 

the cereal crops we’ve planted too. In 

fact, we’ve used the u-drill as much as 

we could. We have tried direct drilling 

with it, we’ve seeded into ploughing 

and also into min-till surfaces. And 

we’ve not been disappointed. The drill 

also rides very well on our soils, sitting 

flat on top of the seedbed, though 

in some conditions, we could have 

done with a levelling board just to help 

knock some of the seedbeds into 

shape.”

Operational flexibility
Chapman runs the machines 

through an IsoMatch Tellus dual 

screen terminal. “While we’ve lost 

2m of working width compared 

to our previous drill, we can easily 

cover 60ha/day,” says Will. “And 

the u-drill is of a size that can be 

handled by several tractors - not just 

the Challenger. So we have gained 

operational flexibility.” 

Kverneland u-drill shines for Norfolk contractor
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”THE FUTURE 
PLOUGH WILL BE 

IMPRESSIVELY 
INTELLIGENT” 

iM Per
Klepp, Norway

Name: Per Varhaug
Company: Kverneland Group Operations Norway AS
Title: R&D Director Business Area Plough
When not thinking of ploughs: Enjoys hunting and sports

Scan QR code 
to see the 
i-Plough in 
action!
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Dream scenario for the
future plough
“A good plough should be able to 

go by itself”, Per starts. “I can think 

of future scenarios where the plough 

is going to be robotised, so that it 

can run 24/7. Of course you need 

then a different type of plough than 

we have today”, he continues. “We 

need to take care about the limited 

soil available for food production 

and therefore we carefully look into 

solutions how we e.g. can reduce 

soil pressure to preserve it. There are 

lots of opportunities in soil mixing, 

preservation, airing, loosening up and 

speeding up the growing. With the 

help of sensors, precise field mapping 

and data sharing with other machines 

we will further build up our knowledge 

database. It will give us essential 

information about soil ‘behaviour’ 

and conditions that influence the soil 

treatment and finally the crop results”, 

he states. 

EVERYTHING STARTS 
WITH SOIL PREPARATION
Per Varhaug reveals his dreams for the future development of ploughs

With broad experience as a Technical Manager and -Director 

in several Norwegian and International companies, Per 

joined Kverneland Group in 2016 with ambitious visions for 

developing ploughs for the future. Located in Klepp (Norway), 

we are at the heart of the plough development within 

Kverneland Group since 1879, and we meet Per to hear his 

plans and ideas for the future plough.

We are curious about what the 

most important aspect will be in 

soil cultivation when using ploughs, 

and how this influences savings for 

farmers. Varhaug does not need to 

think long to answer: “For me it is 

about automating what you are doing. 

In which form I can’t tell at this stage, 

but I have a great R&D team working 

on new solutions prepared to tackle 

future challenges. We need to focus 

on future technology requirements but 

at the same time we have to be aware 

of the current market need.”

Kverneland i-Plough® in front
of the development
One important step in the direction of 

automation is the newest and award 

winning innovation the Kverneland 

2500 i-Plough®, an ISOBUS mounted 

reversible plough that is fully 

adjustable from the tractor cabin.

The i-Plough® technology eases 

the ploughing by providing instant 

information for the farmer, to make 

on-the-spot adjustments by using 

fingertips only, e.g. straight furrows by 

using the FurrowCONTROL function. 

“We are just at 
the beginning of a 
complete new era 
within ploughing”

A shift in farming methods
and locations
Varhaug acknowledges that 

technology is and will be an 

increasingly important factor for 

future farming. “We are facing climate 

changes that impact farming and 

moves areas of food production. We 

could envision a future reality of urban 

farming with farming in cities, and 

production shift to indoor farming in 

areas with water issues. That will for 

sure influence our world of ploughing”, 

he says.
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B
ejo Zaden has invested in 

a Kverneland iXter sprayer, 

because of the quality of 

the machine, sophisticated section 

control, iXclean Pro automatic filling 

and cleaning system and last but 

not least, because the sprayer is 

ISOBUS compatible,” explains Paul. 

He continues: “We are running a 

breeding and production company in 

vegetable seeds and are having a lot 

of small test fields with different crops. 

We can’t afford any crop damage, so 

we were looking for a sprayer which 

could control the sections and shape 

of the field very precisely and also had 

electric control of the nozzles. We 

found those features in the Kverneland 

iXter sprayer. Because the iXter 

sprayer is ISOBUS compatible, the 

sprayer is easy to use in combination 

with all our tractors and terminals. 

Easy plug and play.”

Control, filling and cleaning
“Due to all the small test plots we 

have to carry out on our fields we 

need direct control of the nozzles and 

chemicals. Kverneland was absolutely 

the number one for us in offering a 

circulation system in combination with 

electric nozzle control. The advantage 

of the iXflow circulation system is that 

we have a very precise distribution 

during spraying, the nozzles all have 

the same pre-pressure and there are 

no blockages of the nozzles in the 

outer spray sections. Also the electric 

nozzle control is working very well.”

“Easy plug and play”

“We are also using GPS in 

combination with the sprayer, as we 

can use the most optimal working 

width of the machine. We can’t work 

without GPS on our fields, because 

we are seeding and planting multiple 

crops in different stages on a field 

per year. Multiple operations can be 

done in one pass which is saving a 

lot of time. We spray herbicides only 

in the plots for example, but not on 

the tracks as they are seeded with a 

grass/clover mix. Exact application is 

the goal, but also the operator comfort 

is a great value,” explains Paul.

Bejo Zaden B.V. is a leading company in breeding and 

production of vegetable seeds with offices in more than 

thirty countries. It is an international oriented family business 

with 1.500 dedicated employees working on vegetable 

varieties of today and for the future. We spoke with Paul 

from the head office in Warmenhuizen, located in the north 

of The Netherlands.

EXACT APPLICATION 
IS THE GOAL
Optimal circulation and electric nozzle control 
on the iXter B sprayer
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iM Paul

Warmenhuizen, The Netherlands

Name: Paul Brink 
Company: Bejo Zaden B.V. 
Farm size: 100 hectares of test fields
Machine: Kverneland iXter B10 (since June 2015)

”THE  IXTER 
SPRAYER IS VERY 

USER FRIENDLY 
IN TERMS OF 

CONTROL, FILLING 
AND CLEANING. ”
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”BECAUSE OF 
THE ACCURATE 

WEIGHING 
SYSTEM, WE 

HAVE AT LEAST 
SAVED 6% ON 

FERTILISER” 

iM Peter
Haserich, Germany

Name: Peter Beckendorf
Farm size: In total we have 100 hectares of arable land, 15 hectares 
with wheat, 10 hectares with triticale, 15 hectares 
with winter barley and 10 hectares with oil seed rape. In addition, 
we also have 30 hectares of grass land.  
Machine: Kverneland Exacta CL GEOspread

Scan QR code 
to hear Peter 
experiences

Scan QR code  
to see the 
IsoMatch Tellus 
GO in action!
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SPREADING FOR 
MAXIMUM SAVINGS
Ensuring equal distribution of fertiliser 

We meet Peter in Germany where he tells us that he has 

already been working with Kverneland machines for 10 

years. It started with a plough and a seeder, followed by 

grassland machines like a tedder and a rake. The next 

machine he invested in was the Kverneland Exacta CL 

GEOspread. “The machines are reliable and the operation is 

very simple”, he says.

Equal distribution of fertiliser
“The equal distribution of fertiliser is 

very important for us. We have also 

been looking at spreaders from other 

manufacturers, but at the end we have 

decided to buy a Kverneland spreader, 

because of the number of vanes per 

disc”, says Peter. He elaborates: 

“We took into consideration that 

the 8 vanes per disc ensure a more 

continuous flow of fertiliser and a 

more equal spreading pattern than 

spreaders with 2 vanes per disc. In 

the past we had a disc spreader with 

2 vanes per disc. With our former 

spreader you could see that a lot of 

fertiliser was damaged when it was 

dropped on the disc, because there 

was a lot of dust during spreading.” 

Intuitive control with the
IsoMatch Tellus GO terminal
We ask Peter to tell us a bit about 

how he experiences the use of the 

IsoMatch Tellus GO terminal in the 

tractor. “Up to now we are only using 

the IsoMatch Tellus GO for the disc 

spreader, but as we would like to 

invest in some more Kverneland 

machines in the future, we can use 

this terminal for more machines as 

well.”

“I think that there will 
not be any spreader 
without GPS in 10 
years’ time”

“The terminal has an intuitive design 

which enables you to easily find your 

way around the menu. The automatic 

start and stop function on headlands 

saves on fertiliser.”

Peter tells us that it could be realistic 

to say that using GEOspread brought 

them a savings of even 10%. The 

reason for these savings is that they 

first make one pass around the 

fields and afterwards the sections 

switch automatically, the spreader 

adjusts itself so you avoid manual 

adjustments, where you risk opening 

too early or being too late in closing 

the shutters.
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W
ith IsoMatch TopRemote, 

dealers and farmers have 

one solution for solving 

problems remotely for all Kverneland 

and Vicon ISOBUS machines*.

The need of fast and effective 
service and support
When farmers face a problem in 

the field, they expect a solution as 

fast as possible from the dealer 

or manufacturer. In some cases 

the response can take time due to 

traveling and communication between 

different stakeholders, which causes 

loss of time and money for the farmer. 

When remote support is available 

from the tractor manufacturer, the 

focus is not on the implement and is 

not covering all machines, even when 

supplied from the same manufacturer. 

This will become history with the 

introduction of IsoMatch TopRemote.

Benefits for both farmer 
and dealer
With IsoMatch TopRemote the farmer 

is saving time and costs by getting an 

efficient solution via remote support. 

The farmer can allow his dealer, sales 

company or factory direct access to 

his terminal and machines via Wi-Fi 

in order to solve the problem in an 

efficient way. The ones providing the 

service have complete access to the 

machine and can be able to solve the 

problem as if they were on site. The 

dealer can solve his problem right 

away without the need to travel. The 

farmer is not wasting precious time 

by waiting for a solution and can go 

back to work. In addition, the dealer 

is saving travelling time and costs, by 

being able to support his customer 

remotely and by having remote 

support from Kverneland Group.

* Full release October 2017

IsoMatch TopRemote, a new remote service solution

SUPPORTING FARMERS 
ANYWHERE, ANYTIME

Watch the 
animation video 
to discover 
all benefits 
of IsoMatch 
TopRemote.
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Meet team iM FARMING marathon ice skaters

Ready for a great season
Speed skating is a very popular sport 

in the Netherlands. No other country 

has that many ice rinks 

(400 m), and probably no other 

nations are as enthusiastic when 

weather forecast predicts a period 

of freezing temperatures and natural 

ice to cover the lakes. This season 

the team iM FARMING will participate 

in several marathon races in the 

Netherlands. They also plan to travel 

abroad to skate in Austria, which 

is one of the highlights for team 

iM FARMING during the marathon 

season. “Of course we are hoping to 

skate on natural ice in the Netherlands 

too, but this isn’t possible every year 

unfortunately”, says Elske, one of the 

ladies in the team. 

IM FARMING
ON ICE

In the same way that the development of Kverneland and 

Vicon machines combined with precision farming technology, 

is focussed on precision and accuracy, the Dutch 

iM FARMING ice skating team has a strong focus on 

accuracy in the performance on ice. The ladies know that 

precision is key to achieve great results. Kverneland Group 

Benelux is the proud sponsor of team iM FARMING for the 

season 2016-2017.

iM FARMING –
achieving better results!
The iM FARMING concept of 

Kverneland Group combines and 

presents the competitive advantages 

of the ISOBUS machine offering 

in combination with all electronic 

solutions, simply explained to the 

customer to help hiwm to find the right 

solution for his machine, based on his 

real needs, to carry out the work in a 

smarter, more efficient and easier way. 

During 2016-2017, team iM FARMING 

is playing a key role in promoting the 

concept in many outdoor marathon 

events.

What is Marathon Skating
Marathon skating is a discipline 

within speed skating. This is the first 

year that the five ladies in Team iM 

FARMING participate in the Dutch 

ladies marathon competition (Top 

division). Marathon skating can be 

compared with cycle racing or inline 

skating: you start with one big group 

consisting of speed skaters from 

many different teams (3-5 skaters 

per team). The person finishing first 

after 80 laps is the winner of the 

marathon (men are skating 125 

laps). The skating season lasts from 

October to March.

Follow the team during 

the season by liking 

the Team iM FARMING 

Facebook page or 

follow them on twitter. 

We cheer for the team!
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B
ridonneau operate several 

Kverneland machines such as 

an Optima HD in combination 

with an Exacta GEOspread and 

seeder DF1combination of ELIT + 

CX2. Because of the ISOBUS 

compatibility, the machines work 

easy together and in the same way, 

so it can be easily controlled from the 

tractor. “This was the main reason 

for my investments with Kverneland”, 

Mickaël Bridonneau starts.

Can you tell what your key 
decision factors are, when 
looking into future investments?
“I’m a farmer but I’m also a contractor. 

So I need reliable equipment that is 

very versatile, because of the variety 

of customers, and at the same time 

they need to be very easy to operate. 

Kverneland machines are known 

for their high quality, which ensures 

that I can give good service for my 

customers. With automatic section 

control, the combination of the tractor 

with a GEOspreader or precision 

seeder is very easy and comfortable to 

use, e.g. with the electric drive on the 

Optima, I can exactly sow the density 

that the farmer wants and use section 

control to make seed savings.”

Most important are 
the savings in inputs 
especially in seed and 
fertiliser; we estimate 
them to be between 
5 and 10%.

“We want to treat the soil in the most 

optimal way” Bridonneau continues. 

“The strong point of the Optima 

precision seeder is its simplicity and 

versatility. We can switch the Optima 

from 37.5 cm row spacing to 75 cm. 

The electric drive of each seeding unit 

brings precision with the possibility 

to do section control and automatic 

variable rate. With e-drive, it is also 

possible to use different rates on each 

row. That is useful for me to establish 

of maize for seed production. The 

e-drive enables me to seed the males 

at a specific density and the females 

using another density”, he says.

What do you mean by
“the Kverneland spreader is 
different”?
“The GEOspreader is far different to 

the other spreaders because of its 

Centerflow principle, which allows 

it to be very precise in terms of the 

spreading pattern with 2 metre section 

control. The thing that makes the 

difference is the possibility to shut off 

the sections from the inside to the 

outside of the spreading pattern. The 

weighing system is very precise even 

in steep conditions”, he concludes. 

Where will it go from here?
“We are thinking to invest in a strip till 

and for that we are investigating the 

Kverneland Kultistrip which seems 

to have good potential”, he finishes, 

before he goes back to work.

WIN-WINS FOR THE 
OPTIMAL MIX
Versatility in serving the soil and customer

The story begins in the French countryside where we speak 

with contractor SARL Bridonneau about his business and 

plans for the future. 
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iM Mickaël

Vendée, France

Name: Mickaël Bridonneau
Age: 30
Company: SARL Bridonneau, contractor 
Machines: Kverneland Optima HD and Kverneland GEOspread
Crops: Wheat, barley, rape, maize, beans

Scan QR 
code to hear 
Mickaël’s 
experiences

”SIMPLICITY 
AND 

VERSATILITY 
IN SEEDING 

COUNTS”
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A
ny farmer today knows about 

the possibilities with section 

control on e.g. a sprayer or 

a spreader, but grass management 

by section control is for many still an 

unknown territory.” Yet the demand 

for such a development was there 

for a long time”, says Sebastian, 

”but an integrated solution for grass 

processing, needed a well thought 

out and forward thinking development 

approach.” 

”Such a big monster 
and yet so clever”

The working width of the new 1505 

rake with four elements can vary 

between 9.8 and 15 meters, via a 

pivot point in the rotor arms. Driving 

such a large rake normally requires 

good concentration from the driver, 

maneuvering with 4-rotors, especially 

on the headlands. Fortunately, the 

GPS-control makes this a lot easier. 

Because the section control is simply 

ensuring that the rake is lifting its 

elements automatically at the places 

where the machine has already 

raked. This is particularly useful at 

the headlands. All elements can lift 

independently for an optimal result.

 

ISOBUS is also here the basis
The rake communicates via ISOBUS 

with the IsoMatch Tellus or Tellus Go 

terminal in the cab. A sensor in the 

“elbow construction” (the pivot point in 

the center of the rotor arm) measures 

the angle of the arm and thus knows 

at what width the machine has been 

raking. The data can be read from the 

terminal. By linking this information 

with the tractors driving direction, the 

machine knows where it has raked 

and where not. Once it reaches a 

raked surface, the rake gets the signal 

to lift one or more elements. 

Clever elbow construction
The frame of the front rotors is built 

according to an “elbow construction”. 

That means that the rotor folds both 

upwards and backwards via two 

pivot points. This keeps the transport 

height below 4 m and allows a wide 

span of working width adjustment – 

independently for the left and right 

side. During raking, the front rotors 

are close to the tractor cab, giving the 

driver a good view of the elements. 

This is very convenient, especially 

when raking in corners. The wheels 

under the rotors can pivot 360°. This 

is necessary as the machine has a 

short rotation. 

Sebastian is convinced that Grass 

Processing will further evolve rapidly in 

the future. “GPS data from a mower or 

rake can be used to guide the baler, 

wagon or chopper following behind. 

More implements will become ready 

for precision farming”, he summarises. 

“We are pleased with the performance 

of this ‘precision farming’ rake. It 

is a development that is giving the 

contractor and farmer such added 

value, in both comfort of driving and 

efficient raking.”

Clever and clean raking with the new Vicon 15m rake

The new Andex 1505 GEOrake is one of Vicon’s latest 

innovations, equipped with GPS steering. It means that 

the rake does not rake where a swath was already made. 

Smart! “An exceptionally productive four rotor rake that is 

designed for heavy and intensive use”, explains BA Forage 

Product Specialist for rakes and tedders plus Smart Farming, 

Sebastian Hagemann.

BIG JOB,
SMALL EFFORTS
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Scan QR code 
to watch the 
Andex 1505

Scan QR code 
to watch all 
functionalities 
of the IsoMatch 
Tellus GO

”THE VICON 
ANDEX 1505 

SETS THE NEW 
STANDARD FOR 
EFFICIENT AND 

CLEAN RAKING”
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”I LIKE THE
INTUITIVE DRIVING, 

EASY!” 

iM Karel
East Bohemia, Czech Republic

Name: Karel Novák
Age: 40
Company: AGROSEM stěžery 
Farm size: 960 hectares 
Crops: winter wheat, spring barley, poppies, oil seed rape, sugar beet
Machines: Kverneland LS plough with Packomat, chopper FHP200,
TL and TL GEOspread spreader, Monopill SE precision seeder,
iXtrack C60 trailed sprayer, iXdrive self-propelled sprayer 

Scan QR to 
watch the 
GEOspread
at work

Scan QR to 
see the iXdrive 
in action
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Kverneland – very good and 
positive experience 
“We are using a Kverneland plough, 

chopper, two spreaders, precision 

seeder, trailed sprayer and self-

propelled sprayer on our farm” says 

Karel. “The reason that we have 

Kverneland machines is that we 

have a very positive experience with 

Kverneland machinery and secondly 

we have a good relationship with the 

local dealer.” Karel further explains: 

“Kverneland as a brand has a very 

good reputation in Czech Republic. 

For us Kverneland means: high quality 

machines, good availability of spare 

parts, high service level, low operating 

costs and machines that are easy to 

adjust and maintain.”

Karel continues: “For sure the main 

advantage of a Kverneland machine is 

that it guarantees a good result in the 

field, but mostly it is the easiness to 

operate and control. The combination 

with the electronics gives a clear and 

intuitive overview - a real user friendly 

solution. A good example is our 

Kverneland TL GEOspread® spreader 

that we operate with an IsoMatch 

Tellus terminal. When asked: “is this 

KVERNELAND 
COMBINED WITH 
ISOMATCH

About 100 kilometres drive east from Prague, 250 metres 

above sea level, the AGROSEM Stěžery co-operative is 

situated in East Bohemia (Czech Republic), Karl Novák is 

the farm manager on this co-op and responsible for the daily 

business. 

spreader really so easy to work with?” 

I can be short. The answer is YES!”

IsoMatch Tellus – the solution 
for everybody
“We are located in an area in Czech 

where it is difficult to hire employees 

with sufficient skills in precision 

farming. As we had the target on 

our farm to go more into Precision 

Farming, I was afraid that this would 

not be possible for us, due to the 

fact that we had to start using 

more electronics, GPS and so on. I 

completely changed my mind when 

the IsoMatch Tellus terminal was 

introduced to us. The terminal is so 

easy to understand – easy, clear and 

intuitive – a solution for everybody! 

We now have 5 ISOBUS compatible 

machines and are able to operate 

them with 3 IsoMatch Tellus terminals. 

It is easy to work with, but also a cost 

saving as we don’t need different 

terminals for each machine anymore,” 

says Karel.

IsoMatch GEOcontrol – 
5 -10% cost saving
“We use IsoMatch GEOcontrol and 

seeder/sprayer/spreader control in 

combination with our Kverneland 

machines. This has been a real 

advantage as it saved us costs of 

5-10% on liquid fertiliser, chemicals, 

fertiliser and seeds. On our farm this 

means a total saving of round about 

€ 37.000 per year, which makes sense 

of course,” says Karel. 

The next step into Smart 
Farming
Next season they will start with 

variable rate application on the 

AGROSEM stěžery co-op and after 

that the next step will be place 

specific fertilisation and spraying. 

Karel explains: “There is enormous 

pressure from the public sector to 

reduce chemicals, so a higher level of 

automation will be required more and 

more.”

Intuitive and Easy to operate
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IsoMatch - Smart, Efficient and Easy Farming

Calculate your savings online

Do you also want to save costs on your spreading, 
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now calculate your possible saving for your farming 
situation. Download it for free via the App Store or the 
Google play store or visit our website.
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and Precision Farming functionalities such as Section 
Control and Variable Rate. This makes it easy to learn 
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actual product.

Maximum efficiency

This advanced software application installed on 
the IsoMatch Tellus or IsoMatch Tellus GO, can 
boost accuracy and efficiency, while allowing 
seamless integration with precision farming systems.  
Automatically switch the implement’s sections on/off 
is a simple job, especially during night operations. You 
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Be well prepared Choose your basis Add your accessories Get service & support
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ISOMATCH INLINE
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Full control of all your tasks

Farming today is about efficiency: higher yields 
with less inputs and lower costs. The cost-efficient 
ISOBUS Universal Terminals, IsoMatch Tellus and 
IsoMatch Tellus GO are made for easy machine 
control and efficient farming. The terminals always 
ensure compatibility to all ISOBUS machines. Just 
step into the tractor, switch on the power button 
and go! No difficulties during operating settings, the 
terminal brings the implement automatically into view.

ISOMATCH GEOCONTROL

Light bar for manual guidance

It is the perfect assistant  
to get you as close as  
possible to your  
desired A-B line.

Antenna to GPS signal

The GPS antenna with DGPS 
accuracy enables satellite 
navigation for site-specific  
section control, variable rate 
application and field  
registration.

For better view by day and night
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ISOMATCH TOPSERVICE

Find solutions on the spot

IsoMatch TopService is a professional service 
application for Kverneland Group’s electronic 
products to provide diagnostics and software update 
capabilities. The TopService tool helps the dealer, and 
therefore the farmer, to diagnose and find solutions 
on the spot, faster and in a simpler way.

Supporting farmers anywhere, anytime

This functionality is part of IsoMatch TopService. You 
can allow your dealer, sales company or factory direct 
access to the terminal and machines via Wi-Fi. The 
ones providing the service have complete access to 
your machine and are able to solve the problem as if 
they were on site. 

 

Discover more 
of our support 
tools. Watch 
the animation 
video

The dealer can solve  
your problem right away 
without the need to travel.  
You are not wasting  
precious time by waiting  
for a solution and can  
go back to work.
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@iM_Farming youtube.com/kvernelandgrpfacebook.com/iMFarming

Farming today is about efficiency. Efficient farming means: higher yields with less inputs and lower costs. 
The cost-efficient ISOBUS Universal Terminals, IsoMatch Tellus and IsoMatch Tellus GO are made for easy 
machine control and efficient farming. With the easy to use application IsoMatch GEOcontrol,  
it is possible to boost efficiency and save time and costs.

IsoMatch Tellus
& IsoMatch Tellus GO
Boost efficiency, save time and costs


